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The Corpus Hermeticum is a collection of short philosphical trea-
tises, a powerful fusion of Greek and Egyptian thought, written in
Greek in Alexandria between the first and third centuries AD and
rediscovered in the West in the fifteenth century when it was first
translated into Latin by the great scholar and philosopher Marsilio
Ficino. These writing were believed from antiquity up to the early
seventeenth century to be the writings of Hermes Trismegistus,
'thrice-great Hermes', the name given by Greeks of the classical
and Hellenistic periods to the Ibis-headed Egyption god Thoth.
They were central to the spiritual work of Hermetic societies in
late antique Alexandria, aiming to awake gnosis, the direct realis-
tion of the truth of the identity of the invividual and the Supreme,
and are still read as inspirational writings today.
This is the edition including all three books. The so-called Hermet-
ic writings have been known to Christian writers for many cen-
turies.  The early church Fathers (Justin Martyr,  Tertullian, Cle-
ment of Alexandria) quote them in defense of Christianity. Sto-
baeus collected fragments of them. The Humanists knew and val-
ued them. They were studied in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, and in modern times have again been diligently ex-
amined by many scholars. G. R. S. Mead has issued a translation
of the whole body of extant literature, with extended prolegome-
na, commentary, etc. There is a wide difference of opinion as to
the date at which this literature was produced. Mead believes
that some of the extant portions of it are at least as early as the
earliest Christian writings, while von Christ assigns them to the
third Christian century, and thinks that they show the influence of
neo-Platonism. To affirm that they influenced New Testament us-
age would be hazardous, but they perhaps throw some light on
the direction in which thought was moving in New Testament
times.
This volume presents in new English translations the scattered
fragments and testimonies regarding Hermes Thrice Great that
complete Brian Copenhaver's translation of the Hermetica (Cam-
bridge, 1992). It contains the twenty-nine fragments from Sto-
baeus (including the famous Kore Kosmou), the Oxford and Vien-
na fragments (never before translated), an expanded selection of
fragments from various authors (including Zosimus of Panopolis,
Augustine, and Albert the Great), and testimonies about Hermes
from thirty-eight authors (including Cicero, Pseudo-Manetho, the
Emperor Julian, Al-Kindī, Michael Psellus, the Emerald Tablet, and
Nicholas of Cusa). All translations are accompanied by introduc-
tions and notes which cite sources for  further reading.  These
Hermetic texts will appeal to a broad array of readers interested
in western esotericism including scholars of Egyptology, the New

Testament, the classical world, Byzantium, medieval Islam, the
Latin Middle Ages, and the Renaissance.
Highly acclaimed new translation of the Hermetica, the only En-
glish version based on reliable texts.
THE ANKH IS THE EGYPTIAN SYMBOL OF ETERNAL LIFE More spe-
cifically, the ankh symbol looks like and represents a "key"- a key
to unlocking the door to eternal life. How do you get this key?
Through knowledge- a very specific knowledge that was a closely
and jealously guarded secret.  Mirrors were often made in the
shape of the ankh key in order to remind the user of the exis-
tence of a perception of life that extended into another world, in-
to another reality. The teachings within this book are aimed at ex-
pressing, in modern and plain terms, the ancient Egyptian knowl-
edge that was believed to be this key- the key to unlocking the
door to eternal life, and for bestowing upon the user the percep-
tion of life beyond this World. From the book: "Just as we were de-
veloped for this world in the womb, so too are we being devel-
oped for the next world within these bodies. "Just as we emerged
from the world of our mother's womb into this world, so too will
we emerge from the world of these bodies into the next..."
This is the extended and annotated edition including * an exten-
sive annotation of almost 10.000 words about the history and ba-
sics  of  Gnosticism,  written  by  Wilhelm Bousset  The  so-called
Hermetic writings have been known to Christian writers for many
centuries. The early church Fathers (Justin Martyr, Tertullian, Cle-
ment of Alexandria) quote them in defense of Christianity. Sto-
baeus collected fragments of them. The Humanists knew and val-
ued them. They were studied in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, and in modern times have again been diligently ex-
amined by many scholars. Contents: I. Poemandres, the Shep-
herd of Men II. To Asclepius III. The Sacred Sermon IV. The Cup or
Monad V. Though Unmanifest God Is Most Manifest VI. In God
Alone Is Good And Elsewhere Nowhere VII. The Greatest Ill Among
Men is Ignorance of God VIII. That No One of Existing Things doth
Perish, but Men in Error Speak of Their Changes as Destructions
and as Deaths IX. On Thought and Sense X. The Key XI. Mind Un-
to Hermes XII. About The Common Mind XIII. The Secret Sermon
on the Mountain
This is the first major study devoted to the early Arabic reception
and adaption of the figure of Hermes Trismegistus, the legendary
Egyptian sage to whom were ascribed numerous works on astrolo-
gy,  alchemy,  talismans,  medicine,  and philosophy.  Before  the
more  famous  Renaissance  European  reception  of  the  ancient
Greek  Hermetica,  the  Arabic  tradition  about  Hermes  and  the
works  under  his  name  had  been  developing  and  flourishing  for
seven hundred years. The legendary Egyptian Hermes Trismegis-
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tus was renowned in Roman antiquity as an ancient sage whose
teachings were represented in books of philosophy and occult sci-
ence. The works in his name, written in Greek by Egyptians living
under Roman rule, subsequently circulated in many languages
and regions of the Roman and Sasanian Persian empires. After
the rise of Arabic as a prestigious language of scholarship in the
eighth century, accounts of Hermes identity and Hermetic texts
were translated into Arabic  along with the hundreds of  other
works translated from Greek, Middle Persian, and other literary
languages of antiquity. Hermetica were in fact among the earliest
translations into Arabic, appearing already in the eighth century.
This book explains the origins of the Arabic myth of Hermes Tris-
megistus, its sources, the reasons for its peculiar character, and
its varied significance for the traditions of Hermetica in Asia and
northern Africa as well as Europe. It shows who pre-modern Ara-
bic scholars thought Hermes was and how they came to that
view.
The Hermetica are a body of theological-philosophical texts writ-
ten in late antiquity, but long believed to be much older. Their
supposed author, Hermes Trismegistus, was thought to be a con-
temporary of Moses, and the Hermetic philosophy was regarded
as an ancient theology, parallel to the received wisdom of the Bi-
ble. This first English translation based on reliable texts, together
with Brian P. Copenhaver's comprehensive introduction, provide
an indispensable resource to scholars in ancient philosophy and
religion,  early  Christianity,  Renaissance literature,  and history,
the history of science, and the occultist tradition in which the
Hermetica have become canonical texts.
The Corpus Hermeticum: The Teachings of Hermes Trismegistus
translated by G.R.S. Mead. The Hermetica are Egyptian-Greek wis-
dom texts from the 2nd century AD and later, which are mostly
presented as dialogues in which a teacher, generally identified as
Hermes Trismegistus ("thrice-greatest Hermes"), enlightens a dis-
ciple. The texts form the basis of Hermeticism. They discuss the
divine, the cosmos, mind, and nature. Some touch upon alchemy,
astrology, and related concepts. The fifteen tractates of the Cor-
pus Hermeticum, along with the Perfect Sermon or Asclepius, are
the foundation documents of the Hermetic tradition. Written by
unknown authors in Egypt sometime before the end of the third
century C.E., they were part of a once substantial literature at-
tributed to the mythic figure of Hermes Trismegistus, a Hellenistic
fusion of the Greek god Hermes and the Egyptian god Thoth. This
literature came out of the same religious and philosophical fer-
ment that produced Neoplatonism, Christianity, and the diverse
collection of teachings usually lumped together under the label
"Gnosticism": a ferment which had its roots in the impact of Pla-
tonic thought on the older traditions of the Hellenized East. There
are obvious connections and common themes linking each of th-
ese traditions, although each had its own answer to the major
questions of the time.
The Corpus Hermeticum is a collection of 2nd century Egyptian--
Greek texts. The texts form the basis of Hermeticism, a religious,
philosophical, and esoteric tradition that covers the divine, the
cosmos, the mind, alchemy, astrology, and nature.
In this Book, though so very old, is contained more true knowl-
edge of God and Nature, than in all the Books in the World be-
sides, except only Sacred Writ; And they that shall judiciously
read it, and rightly understand it, may well be excused from read-
ing many Books; the Authors of which, pretend so much to the
knowledge of the Creator, and Creation. If God ever appeared in
any man, he appeared in him, as it appears by this Book. That a
man who had not the benefit of his Ancestors’ knowledge, being
as  I  said  before,  The  first  inventor  of  the  Art  of  Communicating
Knowledge to Posterity by writing, should be so high a Divine,

and so deep a Philosopher, seems to be a thing more of God than
of Man; and therefore it was the opinion of some That he came
from Heaven, not born upon Earth [Goropius Becanus]. There is
contained in this Book, that true Philosophy, without which, it is
impossible ever to attain to the height, and exactness of Piety,
and Religion. According to this Philosophy, I call him a Philoso-
pher, that shall learn and study the things that are, and how they
are ordered, and governed, and by whom, and for what cause, or
to what end; and he that doth so, will acknowledge thanks to, and
admire the Omnipotent Creator, Preserver, and Director of all th-
ese things. And he that shall be thus truly thankful, may truly be
called Pious and Religious: and he that is Religious, shall more
and more know where and what the Truth is: And learning that,
he shall yet be more and more Religious. The glory and splendour
of Philosophy, is an endeavoring to understand the chief Good, as
the Fountain of all Good: Now how can we come near to, or find
out the Fountain, but by making use of the Streams as a conduct
to it? The operations of Nature, are Streams running from the
Fountain of Good, which is God. I am not of the ignorant, and fool-
ish opinion of those that say, The greatest Philosophers are the
greatest Atheists: as if to know the works of God, and to unders-
tand his goings forth in the Way of Nature, must necessitate a
man to deny God. The Scripture disapproves of this as a sottish
tenet, and experience contradicts it: For behold! Here is the great-
est Philosopher, and therefore the greatest Divine.
The  Corpus  Hermeticum  Hermes  Trismegistus  Translated  by
G.R.S.  Mead The Hermetica  are  Egyptian-Greek  wisdom texts
from the 2nd and 3rd centuries AD, which are mostly presented
as  dialogues  in  which  a  teacher,  generally  identified  as  Hermes
Trismegistus  ("thrice-greatest  Hermes"),  enlightens  a  disciple.
The texts form the basis of Hermeticism. They discuss the divine,
the cosmos, mind, and nature. Some touch upon alchemy, astrolo-
gy,  and  related  concepts.The  fifteen  tractates  of  the  Corpus
Hermeticum, along with the Perfect Sermon or Asclepius, are the
foundation documents of the Hermetic tradition. Written by un-
known authors in Egypt sometime before the end of the third cen-
tury C.E., they were part of a once substantial literature attribut-
ed to the mythic figure of Hermes Trismegistus, a Hellenistic fu-
sion of the Greek god Hermes and the Egyptian god Thoth. This
literature came out of the same religious and philosophical fer-
ment that produced Neoplatonism, Christianity, and the diverse
collection of teachings usually lumped together under the label
"Gnosticism" a ferment which had its roots in the impact of Platon-
ic thought on the older traditions of the Hellenized East. There
are obvious connections and common themes linking each of th-
ese traditions, although each had its own answer to the major
questions  of  the  time.  The  treatises  we now call  the  Corpus
Hermeticum were collected into a single volume in Byzantine
times, and a copy of this volume survived to come into the hands
of Lorenzo de Medici's agents in the fifteenth century. Marsilio Fi-
cino, the head of the Florentine Academy, was pulled off the task
of translating the dialogues of Plato in order to put the Corpus
Hermeticum into Latin first. His translation saw print in 1463, and
was reprinted at least twenty-two times over the next century
and a half.
Annotation. The Cambridge History of Seventeenth-Century Philo-
sophy  offers  a  uniquely  comprehensive  and  authoritative
overview of early-modern philosophy written by an international
team of specialists. As with previous Cambridge Histories of Philo-
sophy the subject is treated by topic and theme, and since histo-
ry does not come packaged in neat bundles, the subject is also
treated with great temporal flexibility, incorporating frequent ref-
erence to medieval and Renaissance ideas. The basic structure of
the volumes corresponds to the way an educated seventeenth--
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century European might have organised the domain of philoso-
phy. Thus, the history of science, religious doctrine, and politics
feature very prominently.
The Corpus Hermeticum is one of the primary works within the
Hermetic  Tradition.  This  Renaissance  era  craft  is  nonetheless
based upon philosophical materials from far older times, namely
the third or fourth century AD, from which the primordial material
came. Credited to Hermes Trismegistus,  the Divine Pymander
(sometimes spelled "Poemander") touches upon astronomy, sci-
ence, nature, and a great deal of theological material. It is pre-
sented in the form of discourse; a format which will be familiar to
anyone also familiar  with  Plato's  "Republic"  and some similar
philosophical works of antiquity. Through his discourse with sever-
al individuals, Trismegistus attempts to draw upon the overarch-
ing philosophy "as above, so below." Thus then, this work de-
scribes the very process and ideation behind all of existence, the
purpose of life, and the nature of good and evil, all through its
treatises upon various topics.
A comprehensive review of the development, geographic spread,
and cultural influence of religion in Late Antiquity A Companion to
Religion in Late Antiquity offers an authoritative and comprehen-
sive  survey  of  religion  in  Late  Antiquity.  This  historical  era
spanned from the second century to the eighth century of the
Common Era.  With  contributions  from leading scholars  in  the
field, the Companion explores the evolution and development of
religion and the role various religions played in the cultural, politi-
cal, and social transformations of the late antique period. The au-
thors examine the theories and methods used in the study of reli-
gion during this period, consider the most notable historical devel-
opments, and reveal how religions spread geographically. The au-
thors also review the major religious traditions that emerged in
Late Antiquity and include reflections on the interaction of these
religions within their particular societies and cultures. This impor-
tant Companion: Brings together in one volume the work of a
notable team of international scholars Explores the principal geo-
graphical divisions of the late antique world Offers a deep exami-
nation of the predominant religions of Late Antiquity Examines
established views in the scholarly assessment of the religions of
Late Antiquity Includes information on the current trends in late-
antique scholarship on religion Written for scholars and students
of religion, A Companion to Religion in Late Antiquity offers a com-
prehensive survey of religion and the influence religion played in
the culture, politics, and social change during the late antique pe-
riod.
The Corpus Hermeticum The Corpus Hermeticum are the core
documents of the Hermetic tradition Hermes An Introduction to
the Corpus Hermeticum by John Michael Greer The Hermetica are
Egyptian-Greek wisdom texts from the 2nd and 3rd centuries AD,
which are mostly presented as dialogues in which a teacher, gen-
erally  identified  as  Hermes  Trismegistus  ("thrice-greatest
Hermes"),  enlightens  a  disciple.  The  texts  form the  basis  of
Hermeticism. They discuss the divine, the cosmos, mind, and na-
ture. Some touch upon alchemy, astrology, and related concepts.
The  fifteen  tractates  of  the  Corpus  Hermeticum,  along  with  the
Perfect Sermon or Asclepius, are the foundation documents of the
Hermetic tradition. Written by unknown authors in Egypt some-
time before the end of the third century C.E., they were part of a
once  substantial  literature  attributed  to  the  mythic  figure  of
Hermes  Trismegistus,  a  Hellenistic  fusion  of  the  Greek  god
Hermes and the Egyptian god Thoth. This literature came out of
the same religious and philosophical ferment that produced Neo-
platonism, Christianity, and the diverse collection of teachings
usually lumped together under the label "Gnosticism": a ferment
which had its roots in the impact of Platonic thought on the older

traditions of the Hellenized East. There are obvious connections
and common themes linking each of these traditions, although
each had its own answer to the major questions of the time. The
treatises we now call the Corpus Hermeticum were collected into
a single volume in Byzantine times, and a copy of this volume sur-
vived to come into the hands of Lorenzo de Medici's agents in the
fifteenth  century.  Marsilio  Ficino,  the  head  of  the  Florentine
Academy, was pulled off the task of  translating the dialogues of
Plato  in  order  to  put  the Corpus Hermeticum into  Latin  first.  His
translation saw print in 1463, and was reprinted at least twenty-t-
wo times over the next century and a half. The treatises divide up
into several groups. The first (CH I), the "Poemandres", is the ac-
count of a revelation given to Hermes Trismegistus by the being
Poemandres or "Man-Shepherd", an expression of the universal
Mind. The next eight (CH II-IX), the "General Sermons", are short
dialogues or lectures discussing various basic points of Hermetic
philosophy. There follows the "Key" (CH X), a summary of the Gen-
eral Sermons, and after this a set of four tractates - "Mind unto
Hermes", "About the Common Mind", "The Secret Sermon on the
Mountain", and the "Letter of Hermes to Asclepius" (CH XI-XIV) -
touching on the more mystical aspects of Hermeticism. The collec-
tion is rounded off by the "Definitions of Asclepius unto King Am-
mon" (CH XV), which may be composed of three fragments of
longer works. The Perfect Sermon The Perfect Sermon or Ascle-
pius, which is also included here, reached the Renaissance by a
different route. It was translated into Latin in ancient times, reput-
edly by the same Lucius Apuleius of Madaura whose comic-seri-
ous masterpiece The Golden Ass provides some of the best surviv-
ing evidence on the worship of Isis in the Roman world. Augustine
of Hippo quotes from the old Latin translation at length in his City
of God, and copies remained in circulation in medieval Europe all
the way up to the Renaissance. The original Greek version was
lost, although quotations survive in several ancient sources. The
Perfect Sermon is substantially longer than any other surviving
work of ancient Hermetic philosophy. It covers topics which also
occur in the Corpus Hermeticum, but touches on several other is-
sues as well - among them magical processes for the manufac-
ture of gods and a long and gloomy prophecy of the decline of
Hermetic wisdom and the end of the world.
The Book of Hermetica is the definitive collection of the most pivo-
tal texts of hermetic wisdom. It includes the three most critical
books in the cannon— Corpus Hermeticum, The Emerald Tablet,
and The Kybalion. Corpus Hermeticum and The Emerald Tablet
are both attributed to Hermes Trismegistus and were written be-
tween 100-300 BCE. These works form the foundation of hermetic
wisdom, expounding on philosophy, religion, magic, and alchemy.
The Kybalion was written much later, in the 20th century, and ex-
plores the seven basic hermetic principles. Faithfully reproduced
in The Book of Hermetica, these esoteric writings have inspired
great minds throughout the ages—everyone from Newton and Mil-
ton to Leonardo da Vinci and Jung—and modern readers will find
their pages equally fascinating. The Book of Hermetica is the per-
fect introduction to the mysteries of hermeticism and essential
reading for anyone interested in understanding western mystical
thought through the ages.
This  Hermetic  Collection  contains,  The  Kybalion,  Corpus
Hermeticum: The Divine Pymander of Hermes, and The Life and
Teachings of Thoth Hermes Trismegistus
The Divine Pymander of Hermes Mercurius Trismegistus - The Cor-
pus Hermeticum - This Book may be one of the oldest in the
World - The Hermetica are Egyptian-Greek wisdom texts from the
2nd and 3rd centuries AD, which are mostly presented as dia-
logues  in  which  a  teacher,  generally  identified  as  Hermes  Tris-
megistus ("thrice-greatest Hermes"), enlightens a disciple. The
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texts form the basis of Hermeticism. They discuss the divine, the
cosmos, mind, and nature. Some touch upon alchemy, astrology,
and related concepts. In this Book, though so very old, is con-
tained more true knowledge of God and Nature, than in all the
Books in the World besides, except only Sacred Writ; And they
that shall judiciously read it, and rightly understand it, may well
be excused from reading many Books; the Authors of which, pre-
tend so much to the knowledge of the Creator, and Creation. If
God ever appeared in any man, he appeared in him, as it appears
by this  Book.  That  a  man who had not  the benefit  of  his  Ances-
tors'  knowledge,  being as I  said before,  The first  inventor  of  the
Art of Communicating Knowledge to Posterity by writing, should
be so high a Divine, and so deep a Philosopher, seems to be a
thing more of God than of Man; and therefore it was the opinion
of  some  That  he  came  from  Heaven,  not  born  upon  Earth
[Goropius Becanus]. There is contained in this Book, that true Phi-
losophy,  without  which,  it  is  impossible  ever  to  attain  to  the
height, and exactness of Piety, and Religion. According to this Phi-
losophy, I call him a Philosopher, that shall learn and study the
things that are, and how they are ordered, and governed, and by
whom, and for what cause, or to what end; and he that doth so,
will acknowledge thanks to, and admire the Omnipotent Creator,
Preserver, and Director of all these things. And he that shall be
thus truly thankful, may truly be called Pious and Religious: and
he that is Religious, shall more and more know where and what
the Truth is: And learning that, he shall yet be more and more Re-
ligious.
The Corpus Hermeticum is a collection of Egyptian-Greek wisdom
texts from the 2nd century or earlier. The texts form the basis of
Hermeticism, which is a religious, philosophical, and esoteric tradi-
tion that held great importance during both the Renaissance and
the Reformation periods. The work discusses the divine, the cos-
mos,  the  mind,  alchemy,  astrology,  and  nature.  The  Corpus
Hermeticum dwells  upon  the  oneness  and  goodness  of  God,
urges  purification  of  the  soul,  and  discusses  a  spiritual  rebirth
through the enlightenment of the mind. Much of the importance
of Hermeticism arises from its connection with the development
of science between 1300 to 1600 AD. The prominence that it
gave to the idea of influencing or controlling nature led many sci-
entists  to  look to  magic  and its  allied arts.  Sir  Isaac Newton
placed great faith in the concept of an unadulterated, pure, an-
cient doctrine, which he studied vigorously to aid his understand-
ing of the physical world.
The Asclepius is one of two philosophical books ascribed to the le-
gendary sage of Ancient Egypt, Hermes Trismegistus, who was be-
lieved in classical and renaissance times to have lived shortly af-
ter  Moses.  The  Greek  original,  lost  since  classical  times,  is
thought to date from the 2nd or 3rd century AD. However, a Latin
version survived, of which this volume is a translation. Like its
companion, the Corpus Hermeticum (or The Way of Hermes), the
Asclepius describes the most profound philosophical questions in
the form of a conversation about secrets: the nature of the One,
the role of the gods, and the stature of the human being. Not only
does this work offer spiritual guidance, but it is also a valuable in-
sight into the minds and emotions of the Egyptians in ancient and
classical times. Many of the views expressed also reflect Gnostic
beliefs which passed into early Christianity.
The story of the beliefs and practices called 'magic' starts in an-
cient Iran, Greece, and Rome, before entering its crucial Christian
phase in the Middle Ages. Centering on the Renaissance and Mar-
silio  Ficino  -  whose  work  on  magic  was  the  most  influential  ac-
count  written in  premodern times -  this  groundbreaking book
treats magic as a classical tradition with foundations that were
distinctly philosophical. Besides Ficino, the premodern story of

magic also features Plotinus, Iamblichus, Proclus, Aquinas, Agrip-
pa, Pomponazzi, Porta, Bruno, Campanella, Descartes, Boyle, Leib-
niz, and Newton, to name only a few of the prominent thinkers dis-
cussed in this book. Because pictures play a key role in the story
of magic, this book is richly illustrated.
The Hermetica, otherwise known as The Corpus Hermeticum, The
Lost Wisdom of the Pharaohs, or The Divine Pymander is a collec-
tion  of  texts  attributed  to  Hermes  Trismegistus  (Greek  god
Hermes and Egyptian god Thoth -- Trismegistus for “The Thrice--
Greatest”) which brought forth the principles of the Hermetics
with eighteen treaties/tracts. The book is often divided into two
main categories: The technical (astrology, medicine and pharma-
cology, alchemy, and magic) and the religio-philosophical (anthro-
pology, cosmology, theology). The Hermetica, and Hermeticism
from it, claims that there is One true theology of the world, and
said theology is the Root and Source. It presents a tautology to
God Itself, that the Source is Source Itself, Source “containeth ev-
ery number, but is contained by none; engendereth every num-
ber, but is engendered by no other one.” The Hermetica presents
that past all  our mullings over different gods,  there is  Source It-
self behind all religions. While a lot of The Hermetica is presented
as gospel,  it  is  mainly a discourse on principles concerning a
hermetic philosophy. It remains a source of continuous, unfolding
interpretations. The beauty of this work is not in its rigidity, but
its  fluidness  to  be  open  to  new  interpretations,  which  has  so-
lidified  its  staying  power  for  centuries.
The first easily accessible translation of the esoteric writings that
inspired some of the world's greatest artists, scientists, and philo-
sophers. Here is an essential digest of the Greco-Egyptian writ-
ings attributed to the legendary sage-god Hermes Trismegistus
(Greek for thrice-greatest Hermes), a combination of the Egyptian
Thoth and the Greek Hermes. The figure of Hermes was venerat-
ed as a great and mythical teacher in the ancient world and was
rediscovered by the finest minds of the Renaissance. The writings
attributed to his hand are a time capsule of Egyptian and Greek
esoteric  philosophy and have influenced figures  including Blake,
Newton, Milton, Shelley, Shakespeare, Botticelli, Leonardo da Vin-
ci, and Jung. Providing a fascinating introduction to the intersec-
tion of the Egyptian and Hellenic cultures and the magico-reli-
gious ideas of the antique world, The Hermetica is a marvelous
volume for anyone interested in understanding the West's roots
in mystical thought.
Paperback edition of the recent translation of the esoteric master-
piece,  including the first  English translation of  The Definitions of
Hermes Trismegistus to Asclepius • A resource for scholars and
religious  seekers  alike  •  The  Definitions  of  Hermes  Trismegistus
to Asclepius provides new insights into the actual workings of the
gnostic spiritual path The Corpus Hermeticum, a powerful fusion
of Greek and Egyptian thought, is one of the cornerstones of the
Western esoteric tradition. A collection of short philosophical trea-
tises, it was written in Greek between the first and third centuries
C.E. and translated into Latin during the Renaissance by the great
scholar and philosopher Marsilio Ficino. These treatises were cen-
tral to the spiritual work of hermetic societies in Late Antique
Alexandria (200-700 C.E.) and aimed to awaken gnosis, the direct
realization of the unity of the individual and the Supreme. In addi-
tion to this new translation of The Corpus Hermeticum, which
seeks to reflect the inspirational intent of the original, The Way of
Hermes includes the first English translation of the recently redis-
covered manuscript of The Definitions of Hermes Trismegistus to
Asclepius, a collection of aphorisms used by the hermetic student
to strengthen the mind during meditation. With the proper men-
tal orientation, a state of pure perception can be achieved in
which the true face of God appears. This document is of enor-
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mous value to the contemporary student of gnostic studies for its
insights into the actual workings of this spiritual path.
"Perhaps Hermeticism has fascinated so many people precisely
because it has made it possible to produce many analogies and
relationships to various traditions: to Platonism in its many vari-
eties,  to Stoicism, to Gnostic ideas,  and even to certain Aris-
totelian doctrines. The Gnostic, the esoteric, the Platonist, or the
deist  has  each  been  able  to  find  something  familiar  in  the  writ-
ings. One just had to have a penchant for remote antiquity, for
the idea of a Golden Age, in order for Hermeticism, with its aura
of an ancient Egyptian revelation, to have enjoyed such outstand-
ing  success."—from  the  Introduction  Hermes  Trismegistus,
"thrice-great Hermes," emerged from the amalgamation of the
wisdom gods Hermes and Thoth and is one of the most enigmatic
figures of intellectual history. Since antiquity, the legendary "wise
Egyptian" has been considered the creator of several mystical
and  magical  writings  on  such  topics  as  alchemy,  astrology,
medicine, and the transcendence of God. Philosophers of the Re-
naissance celebrated Hermes Trismegistus as the founder of phi-
losophy, Freemasons called him their forefather, and Enlighten-
ment thinkers championed religious tolerance in his name. To
this day, Hermes Trismegistus is one of the central figures of the
occult—his name is synonymous with the esoteric. In this scholar-
ly yet accessible introduction to the history of Hermeticism and
its mythical founder, Florian Ebeling provides a concise overview
of  the  Corpus  Hermeticum  and  other  writings  attributed  to
Hermes. He traces the impact of Christian and Muslim versions of
the  figure  in  medieval  Europe,  the  power  of  Hermeticism  and
Paracelsian belief in Renaissance thought, the relationship to Pi-
etism and to Freemasonry in early modern Europe, and the rela-
tionship to esotericism and semiotics in the modern world.
This vintage book was published in 1912 by the Yogi Publication
Society. Purporting to be based on ancient Hermeticism, it pre-
sents seven all-encompassing principles: Mentalism, Correspon-
dence, Vibration, Polarity, Rhythm, Cause and Effect, and Gender.
A fascinating volume that claims to appear in one's life only when

its teachings are required,  "The Kybalion" constitutes a must-
have for those with an interest in Hermeticism. Contents include:
"The  Hermetic  Philosophy",  "The  Seven  Hermetic  Principles",
"Mental Transmutation", "The All The Mental Universe", "The Di-
vine Paradox", "''The All'' in All", "Planes of Correspondence", "Vi-
bration",  "Polarity",  "Rhythm",  "Causation",  "Gender",  "Mental
Gender", and "Hermetic Axioms". Many vintage books such as
this are increasingly scarce and expensive. We are republishing
this volume now in an affordable, modern edition complete with a
specially commissioned new introduction.
Hermeticism or Hermetism is a philosophical system based on
the purported teachings of Hermes Trismegistus (a legendary Hel-
lenistic combination of the Greek god Hermes and the Egyptian
god Thoth). These teachings are contained in the various writings
attributed to Hermes (the Hermetica), which were produced over
a period spanning many centuries (c. 300 BCE — 1200 CE) and
may  be  very  different  in  content  and  scope.  The  Corpus
Hermeticum is a collection of 17 Greek writings whose authorship
is  traditionally  attributed  to  the  legendary  Hellenistic  figure
Hermes Trismegistus, a syncretic combination of the Greek god
Hermes and the Egyptian god Thoth. The treatises were originally
written between c.  100 and c.  300 CE,  but  the collection as
known today was first compiled by medieval Byzantine editors. It
was translated into Latin in the 15th century by the Italian human-
ist scholars Marsilio Ficino (1433–1499) and Lodovico Lazzarelli
(1447–1500).
In Hellenistic Astronomy: The Science in Its Contexts, renowned
scholars address questions about what the ancient science of the
heavens was and the numerous contexts in which it was pursued.
The Corpus Hermeticum is a collection of Egyptian-Greek texts
from the 2nd century  or  earlier.  The texts  form the basis  of
Hermeticism, a religious, philosophical, and esoteric tradition that
was popular during the Renaissance and Reformation periods.
The work covers the divine, the cosmos, the mind, alchemy, as-
trology, and nature.


